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You are asking me to share my
"hard work" with someone who
is not worthy of it. #AIUC why
should i share my work with a
cayboy? I have really enjoyed

this product. It does what it says
it is designed for. While it lacks

some of the complexity of
powerpoint, it is easy to use, use
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a variety of templates and add
title text, images and other text.
There are 5 variations to choose
from as well. In addition, I was
impressed with the concept that
the lower price is paid only if

you buy more than 1 license - I
thought that was clever. I do like
the ease of interface, and I like
the fact that I can use my own
photos and even music rather

than trying to imitate a
powerpoint template. But I found

it somewhat cumbersome to
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upload my photos, as opposed to
powerpoint. I liked the fact that
it allowed you to drag and drop

photos to create slideshows.
However, I found that it was

difficult to add graphics. I had to
use the editing tool which would

always pop up when I tried to
add a text box on the slide. But I
liked the fact that the changes

were saved, and that I could undo
my edits. I also liked the fact that
I could add a video. I also liked
the fact that it had 3 or 5 slides.
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These were a plus and I could
always add more. I also liked the

fact that I could add
captions/text to the slides, but

found the editing quite
cumbersome. Finally, I liked the
fact that I could create my own
templates. This allowed me to

create slideshows that I could use
later on. In conclusion, this
product allows me to create

simple slideshows, that I could
use for advertising. I gave it 3

stars because of the ease of use,
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the ease of creating a slideshow,
and the fact that it is easy to

upload your pictures. Otherwise,
I would give it 5 stars as it has

some of the features of
powerpoint that no one else has.
The best part about this app is

that it does not get in your way.
It is very easy to import images
and documents, and I also like

the fact that you can add images
to your slideshow from

ANYWHERE. By that I mean
you can add images to your
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slideshow from any folder, any
web page, even your desktop.
You can also add music and
sound and you can even add

videos that you upload with this
app. Another great thing is that

you can
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